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In the year 2010, computers are the new superpower.Â Â Those who control them control the

world.Â Â To enforce the New Laws, Congress creates the ultimate computer security agency with

the FBI: the New Force.Instructions on how to make a bomb...a list of every U.S. spy in the

Euro-Asian theater...Someone with access to classified information is posting it on the Internet-and

it's costing lives.Â Â Net Force Commander Alex Michaels is in the hot seat.Â Â Now, before a

hostile Senate committee, he must justify the very existence of the Net Force.Meanwhile, a virus is

unleashed that throws the federal financial systems into chaos.Â Â And the Net Force operatives

must hunt the wily hacker through the twists and turns of cyberspace-down a path that leads them

dangerously close to home...
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I've read a few of the NetForce novels, including this one that launched the series, and thought I'd

pop around and see what some of the .com users like me thought about them. I'm really surprised

they're not more well received. Some thoughts in reply to several comments I've seen readers make

here:1) Tom Clancy did not write these novels. He and Steve Pieczenik are listed as "created by,"

and it appears that a writer named Steve Perry may have done most of the actual writing of at least

two of the three NetForce novels I've read. His name is an attention-getter, and it is somewhat odd

to me that so many reviewers comment on "this isn't Clancy's best work." Of course not. It's

obviously not his writing, so the books cannot be accurately reviewed from that angle.2) Comments



regarding there being less than Clancy's usual tons of technical detail are irrelevant as well.

Personally the technical detail bores me anyway, and there is too much here for my tastes, making

it one of the weaknesses of the NetForce series IMO. YMMV; some reviewers want more technical

detail, I want less. There's enough in this series to be illustrative, but for me (I prefer plot exposition,

moving the story along, and character development) the writer stops to explain various weapons

more than enough. It slows the story down, but at least it's not too distracting.3) Someone

commented that this series "is not written for people who actually use computers." Ahem. I have

operated a commercial website for several years as a part-time job, and my full-time job is on my

PC as well. I have rebuilt and upgraded entire computer systems by myself with minimal instruction.

I practically *live* in e-mail. And I do enjoy this series.
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